Abstract The adaptive computationally-scalable motion estimation algorithm and its hardware implementation allow the H.264/AVC encoder to achieve efficiencies close to optimal in real-time conditions. Particularly, the search algorithm achieves results close to optimum even if the number of search points assigned to macroblocks is strongly limited and varies with time. The architecture implementing the algorithm developed and reported previously takes at least 674 clock cycles to interpolate and load reference area, and the number cannot be decreased without decreasing the search range. This paper proposes some optimizations of the architecture to increase the maximal throughput achieved by the motion estimation system even four times. Firstly, the chroma interpolation follows the search process, whereas the luma interpolation precedes it. Secondly, the luma interpolator computes 128 instead of 64 samples per each clock cycle. Thirdly, the number of onchip memories keeping interpolated reference area is increased accordingly to 128. Fourthly, some modules previously working at the base frequency are redesigned to operate at the doubled clock. Since the on-chip memories do not store fractional-pel chroma samples, their joint size is reduced from 160.44 to 104.44 kB. Additional savings in the memory size are achieved by the sequential processing of two referencepicture areas for each macroblock. The architecture is verified in the real-time FPGA hardware encoder. Synthesis results show that the updated architecture can support 2160p@30fps encoding for 0.13 μm TSMC technology with a small increase in hardware resources and some losses in the compression efficiency. The efficiency is improved when processing smaller resolutions.
Introduction
The motion estimation (ME) is the most computationallyintensive part of video encoders. It allows high compression efficiencies by exploiting temporal redundancy between successive pictures. The ME aims to find the best matching between the block from the currently-coded picture and previously-coded ones. The ME algorithm must search a number of possible candidate blocks in the reference picture. Their displacement from the position of the block in the current picture is signaled by motion vectors (MVs).
The ability to adapt the search path (series of MVs) to local statistics allows compression-efficient coding with a small number of checked MVs [1] [2] [3] [4] . Furthermore, the selection between different search strategies makes the estimation more robust for different motion activities [5, 6] . On the other hand, hardware architectures usually apply the full search (FS) due to its regularity [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This approach involves a great amount of hardware resources when the high throughput and the wide search range are required. Moreover, the number of clock cycles utilized for each macroblock is difficult to scale. The design described in [13] reduces hardware resources and has the wide search range [-128,128 ). However, it can densely check only MVs around the predictor, and assumed access to external memories is highly inefficient on account of short bursts and subsampling. Some architectures [16, 17] supports Diamond Search and Cross Search. Although the number of checked MVs is reduced, the resource consumption is still significant and the implemented search patters are not efficient in the case of high motion activity. Separate macroblock stages for integer-pel and fractional-pel ME used in the referenced designs force the encoder to select the best inter mode based on the simplified cost function such as Sum of Absolute (Transformed) Differences (SA(T)D). The computationallyscalable solution was proposed in [18] . The scaling is achieved by limiting the search range and skipping smaller block sizes. The number of clock cycles can vary strongly, which makes it difficult to apply in the macroblock-pipelined encoder. Moreover, the throughput is limited to 720p videos.
In our previous work [19] , the adaptive computationallyscalable motion estimation architecture was proposed for H.264/AVC [20] . The architecture applies the unconventional dataflow, which removes constraints on the number, the order, and the fractional accuracy of MVs. As a consequence, it can employ different search strategies (e.g., Diamond Search and Three
Step Search) to achieve near optimal results using a small number of MVs. Furthermore, the design is computationally scalable, i.e., it allows the tradeoff between the number of utilized MVs and the compression efficiency. Although the architecture can achieve near optimal results with a small number of checked MVs, the limitation on the throughput results from the interpolation and the loading of reference and interpolated samples to on-chip memories before the search process. In particular, at least 674 base-clock cycles are required for each macroblock. The throughput can be increased by using several ME processing paths. However, the hardware cost could be unacceptable.
This paper describes optimizations of the adaptive computationally-scalable ME architecture [19] . They break the previous limitation on the number of clock cycles, allowing the architecture to increase the throughput four times at a relatively small increase in hardware resources and some losses in the compression efficiency. The higher throughput is achieved by a number of optimizations. Firstly, the chroma interpolation follows the search process, whereas the luma interpolation still precedes it. Secondly, the new version applies additional pipelining of some modules to operate at the doubled clock. Thirdly, the luma interpolator computes 128 instead of 64 samples per each clock cycle. The number of on-chip memories in the compensator is increased from 64 to 128. The total capacity of on-chip memories is reduced from 160.44 to 104.44 kB despite of the fact that the coarse-level memory is increased from 32 to 64 kB to process 2160p sequences. Moreover, the support for two reference pictures does not increases the capacity due to the sequential processing of two search areas for each macroblock.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the previous version of the adaptive computationally-scalable ME architecture. Section 3 presents optimizations introduced in the new version. In Section 4, implementation results are provided. The paper is concluded in Section 5.
Previous Version of the Architecture
The architecture before optimizations can support real-time coding with quarter-pel MV accuracy and one reference picture (RP) for 1080p@30fps at 200 MHz clock. The processing with two RPs requires a higher frequency or the resolution decreased to 720p@30fps. The block diagram of the ME system is presented in Fig. 1 . The system is composed of the MV generator, the compensator with the buffer for reference and original data, the coarse FS estimator, and the interpolator. Modules communicate with the encoder controller, the external memory controller, the intra predictor [21] , and the residual buffer.
The system employs two-level hierarchical ME procedure. At the first stage, the coarse FS estimator performs FS on the wide search area subsampled with 16:1 ratio. To reduce the noise influence on initial MV accuracy, each sample of the coarse search area is obtained by averaging of 16 luma samples of the current and reference picture. Coarse FS is performed only for 16×16 macroblocks by using their 4×4 representations. When the coarse FS process is completed, the interpolator computes fine-search-area samples with the quarter-pel precision within the [−8, 8) range in both dimensions around the initial MV obtained from the coarse FS. The interpolator reads 40×40 reference luma samples and corresponding chroma ones from the external memory. Thus, 2400 reference samples are read for each macroblock when chroma format is 4:2:0. In each base-clock cycle, 128 samples are loaded into the fine-search-area buffer in the compensator. As the buffer consists of 64 memory modules with the onesample data width, writing is performed at the doubled clock rate.
The ME system applies three macroblock-level pipeline stages. The first stage is the coarse FS estimator. The second one interpolates and loads original and reference samples into the fine-search-area buffer. The third stage embeds the MV generator and the compensator that reads samples from the buffer. The MV generator follows successive steps of the Multi-Path-Search algorithm [6, 19] and determines MVs to check. Based on the MVs, the compensator computes residuals and SADs for 16×16 luma block and its partitions. SAD is fed to the MV generator selecting ME algorithm branches. The compensator also supports intra modes. Particularly, an intra prediction is first written to the buffer while coding a macroblock. Then, intra residuals are computed in the same way as for inter modes. The ME system also supports computations for all three chroma formats. When the final macroblock mode is inter, the MV generator takes final MVs for macroblock partitions, forward them to the compensator with chroma indicators, and switches to the next macroblock.
Multi-Path Search utilizes spatial correlations between MVs of neighboring macroblocks and fast search strategies. At the beginning, it checks some MVs inferred from neighbouring macroblocks (including median prediction) and zero-MV. In the second phase, either Diamond Search or Three Step Search is executed when the motion activity of neighboring macroblocks is low or high, respectively. Subsequently, Three
Step Search is performed around each MV analyzed at the first phase. The subpixel estimation around the best MV found so far is performed at the third phase. After that, fast full search is executed until the number of clock cycles assigned to a macroblock is not utilized. However, the search can also be terminated earlier. The evaluation of successive MVs is performed for 16×16 luma blocks. Up to eight best results are buffered and forwarded to the reconstruction loop and the rate-distortion analysis. The final macroblock mode can include block contributions computed for different MVs.
Optimizations
In the ME architecture described in Section 2, the main problem is the limited throughput of the interpolator and the write speed to the buffer in the compensator. In particular, the output stage of the interpolator and the write stage of the compensator operate at the doubled frequency. In spite of this enhancement, the number of base-clock cycles taken to transfer integer-pel and interpolated samples from the interpolator to the buffer is at least 674 for one macroblock. Additional cycles are taken to write intra predictions. The direct increase of the frequency is not possible as critical paths are located at the interface between the two modules. Therefore, to decrease the number of clock cycles, the architecture is redesigned.
Following subsections describe optimization details introduced at the ME system level and in three modules: the coarse estimator, the interpolator, and the compensator. The MV generator remains almost unchanged compared to the previous version. Since the adaptation of the memory access controller to the higher frequency is straightforward, its description is omitted.
ME System Level
In terms of the ME system, two main modifications are introduced in the architecture. The first modification consists in the use of the separate chroma interpolator embedded in the processing path of the compensator. As a consequence, the interpolator preceding the compensator operates only on luma samples. The number of clock cycles utilized by the luma interpolation is decreased three times compared to the case when all components are processed sequentially. However, not-interpolated chroma samples still have to be written into the buffer with an alternative way. They are transferred through the same path as original samples. Particularly, the path allows the parallelism of eight samples per clock cycle. Higher throughputs are possible provided that a wider bandwidth to the external memory is available.
The second modification introduced to the ME architecture consists in the doubled parallelism at the interface between the luma interpolator and the compensator: from 64 to 128. To balance the increased throughput of the interface, the working frequency of preceding modules (the luma interpolator and the memory access controller) is doubled. Also, the coarse estimator operates at the increased frequency providing the same results with a smaller number of base-clock cycles.
The two design modifications described above lead to the reduction of the minimal number of clock cycles required to process one macroblock. In particular, the number of doubledclock cycles taken to write to the buffer in the compensator is 322 (390 for 4:2:2) and includes:
& interpolated luma samples written in 156 cycles (4 stripes×(32 stripe length+7-sample extension/stripe)), & original samples written in 64 cycles (2 stripes×16 columns for luma and 2 components×2 stripes×8 columns for chroma 4:2:2), & reference chroma samples written in 102 and 170 cycles for 4:2:0 and 4:2:2 formats, respectively (2 components× 17 stripe length×3 (or 5) stripes).
The interpolator produces four stripes from five input stripes due to the vertical extension. Valid samples are released after the first stripe is processed. Particularly, they start to appear with the delay of 46 cycles (40-cycles for the stripe processing and 6 cycles due to the pipeline). The delay does not negatively affect the throughput since other original pixels and reference chroma samples are written meantime.
All writes are performed with stripes of the eight-sample height, as shown in Fig. 2 . The number of doubled-clock cycles is less than 400. Therefore, the frequency of 200 (400) MHz for the base clock (the doubled clock) is sufficient to satisfy requirements on write cycles while encoding 2160p@30fps video. The writing of intra modes is performed in parallel with original and reference chroma samples. Hence, no additional cycles are required.
In the computationally-scalable architecture, the number of checked motion vectors is limited by the number of clock cycles assigned to a macroblock. The evaluation reported in [19] proved that Multi Path Search achieves the compression efficiency close to the optimal for about 50 checked MVs corresponding to 200 base-clock cycles. Additional clock cycles are taken to compute residuals for intra predictions. For example, four intra 16×16 and nine 8×8 modes require 16 and 36 clock cycles, respectively. Four chroma predictions computed for a macroblock coded with the intra mode take 32 cycles. Even when skipping intra 4×4 predictions and neglecting the delay of the reconstruction loop, the total number of clock cycles exceeds 200 available for the 2160p@30fps video. On the other hand, 1080p@60fps can be supported since 400 clock cycles are available. The support for 2160p@30fps requires the computation scaling, i.e., less MVs and intra modes can be checked. The scaling can be sufficient if a part of intra 8×8 modes is checked, plane modes are skipped, and the MV number is decreased to 40. This limitation involves losses in the compression efficiency.
Due to the delay between the generation of a MV and obtaining the corresponding SAD (see Subsection 3.4), the generation continuity is interrupted between successive steps of the search algorithm. Particularly, SAD for all SPs in one step must be obtained to find the best search centre for the following step. This dependence introduces time slots when inter predictions are not processed at particular stages of the pipeline. The slots are utilized to process intra modes, for both luma and chroma. When the macroblock mode selected for luma is inter, corresponding MVs are used to compute chroma residuals. If the mode decision involves a significant delay, the number of checked MVs should be decreased.
The previous version of the architecture increases the size of on-chip memories to support two RPs. The new version does not require the increase due to a modified dataflow. When two reference pictures are used, their fine search areas are fetched and checked sequentially. While the motion estimation and compensation is performed for the first reference picture, the search area for the second is fetched from external memories, interpolated, and written to buffers in the compensator. When all these operations are finished, the second reference picture is checked, while data for the next macroblock are fetched. The sequential processing for two RP decreases the maximal throughput by half compared to the case for one RP.
Coarse Estimator
The dataflow of the coarse FS module is depicted in Fig. 3 . The module embeds 16 memories each of which keeps one coarse sample per each 4×4 block. Their capacity is selected to keep 16 macroblock lines. Two lines are dedicated to the current-picture data whereas the remaining to the RP data. 10 and 4 lines are assigned to the first and the second RP, respectively. At the beginning of each inter-picture coding, the memories are initialized with reference coarse-picture lines until the associated subspace is filled with up to 14 macroblock lines. Then, one current-picture line is read in. When one current-picture line is analyzed, the following is read in according to the ping-pong scheme. Similarly, the RP lines are exchanged when they are outside the top boundary of the coarse search area. If the coarse data are loaded, FS is started for successive macroblocks.
At the beginning of the macroblock processing, the current-picture macroblock representation is loaded to registers. Then, the search engine reads reference representations for successive search points (SPs). They correspond to actual MVs with components being the multiplication of four. 16 read reference samples are subtracted from corresponding original values, and absolute values are forwarded to the adder tree. The addition result, which is the coarse-level SAD, is increased by the SP cost reflecting estimated rate of MV components. Then, such a total cost is compared with the currently minimal one. If the new cost is smaller, it becomes the currently minimal one. If two RPs are used, the processing for the second follows that for the first. Two separate coarse-level MVs are obtained for one macroblock.
As analyzed in Subsection 3.1, the minimal number of doubled-clock cycles assigned to a macroblock for one RP is ; 13] is achieved when the number of cycles is doubled. The impact of the range limitation on the compression efficiency is noticeable only for sequences with a high motion activity. However, losses in the compression efficiency are below 0.01 dB (tests for 1080p sequences used in Subsection 4.2). Since the range of the second RP is limited vertically (+/−4), the operation at the minimal number of clock cycles assigned to each RP does not affect the search result.
Generally, the dataflow of the new version of the coarse estimator remains the same as in the previous version. However, there are two main differences which shorten critical paths. Firstly, an additional pipeline stage is inserted. Additional registers are coloured gray in Fig. 3 . Secondly, the SP generation is simplified. Particularly, the generation is performed always using the ring search pattern without skipping SPs falling outside the available search range (e.g., picture/slice boundaries). Although comparators checking the search range are still used, they are removed from the generation subcircuit. If a SP falls outside, it is marked as invalid and is not taken into account at the final stage to select the best SP. Since skipping of SPs requires much less clock cycles than the interpolation for a macroblock, the modification has no impact on the result of the coarse estimation.
Luma Interpolator
The architecture of the new version of the interpolator is depicted in Fig. 4 . Labels assigned to fractional positions are explained in Fig. 5 . The module accepts the column of eight luma samples in a clock cycle. As a consequence, 128 samples are produced in each clock cycle (16-times more than at the input). Computations of sub-pel positions for chroma components are shifted to the following macroblocklevel stage in the compensator. As a consequence, the interpolator supporting only the luma component is simplified. Particularly, two fractional bits are removed from each register keeping a sample. The two bits were indispensible to represent interpolated chroma at odd integer positions.
The interpolator embeds the memory for the vertical extension of processed columns (the convolution involves the extension). The memory works as the 40-cycle delay register (DLY), which corresponds to the width of the input reference area. The data width is adjusted to match six samples. Samples read from the memory (previous/upper eight-sample row) and from the interpolator input registers (current eight-sample row) are forwarded to integer-pel pipeline registers (G) and vertical interpolators. Due to the extension (two references above and three below), eight vertical interpolators refer to 13 of these samples to compute the column of eight half-pel samples. As the vertical extension is no longer necessary (except the one-sample extension at the bottom), the number of following pipeline registers is reduced. The pipeline carries integer-pel and half-pel samples arranged into nine-or eight-sample columns. Horizontal half-pel interpolations refer to samples at successive stages. The interpolator embeds eight or nine filter cores for each of three half-pel positions (horizontal, vertical, and horizontal-vertical). The computation of quarter-pel samples is performed at the second-last stage. In particular, quarter-pel samples are obtained by the addition of relevant integer and half-pel samples. Compared to the previous version, all stages operate at the doubled clock and the output stage is extended to process 128 samples. To enable higher frequencies, two main modifications are introduced. Firstly, reconfiguration multiplexers for chroma are removed. Secondly, half-pel filter cores are pipelined using two stages as shown in Fig. 6 . In horizontal and vertical filters (b and h paths in Fig. 6a ), the pipelining introduce the delay of one clock cycle. On the other hand, the second-level filter assigned to j positions (see Fig. 6b ) does not introduce an additional delay. This stems from the fact that the value kept in the intermediate register is computed one cycle earlier. As a consequence, timing dependencies between half-pel paths (b, h, and j) remain unchanged compared to the previous version of the architecture. If the j path was delayed by the filter, the remaining paths would be extended by appending an additional register stage. The number of pipeline stages of the interpolator is the same as in the previous version. Although vertical and horizontal half-pel filters increase the delay by one cycle, one register stage used to interpolate odd chroma positions at the input is removed. Since the module operates at the doubled clock, its latency is decreased by half.
The filter cores do not embed rounding adders. Instead, three input adders in the vertical interpolators have the carry input at the least significant bit set to logic one. This is equivalent to adding 0.5 to each input argument.
In the previous version, the output stage embeds multiplexers to compute two fractional-pel positions in each baseclock cycle. As the new version applies the doubled clock to all stages, the two fractional-pel positions are computed simultaneously. Therefore, the number of samples computed in one clock cycle increases from 64 to 128. Samples computed in even and odd cycles in the previous version are now assigned to separate 8×8 output blocks (see Fig. 4b ). Each block consists of eight eight-sample columns, and each column corresponds to one fractional-pel position. Figure 7 shows which samples appear at the output interface in some cycles. In successive clock cycles, eight-sample columns within blocks are rotated to provide different fractional-pel positions to each output column. Apart from the block parallelism, the order of released data is the same as in the previous version. G [2] G [3] b [6] b [8] b [9] h [3] b [4] h [8] h [7] h [6] (b) b [4] h [6] + b [8] b [9] h [8] h G 00 a 00 b 00 c 00 G 10 d 00 e 00 f 00 g 00 d 10 h 00 i 00 j 00 k 00 h 10 n 00 p 00 q 00 r 00 n 10 
Compensator
The architecture of the compensator is shown in Fig. 8 . The module employs seven pipeline stages and processes one 8×8 block per clock cycle. First three stages work at doubled clock frequency. The first stage is composed of 128 memories able to store two fractional-pel luma subspaces in the range of [−8, 8) . Additionally, the memories store not-interpolated reference chroma samples and intra predictions. The subspaces are switched between write and read ports in the ping-pong arrangement for inter modes. Each memory stores every eighth sample both in the horizontal and vertical dimension.
Reference and original data are read from the memories in the alternating way. The third stage shifts cyclically reference samples between positions in both dimensions to support all MVs. An example of this operation is illustrated in Fig. 9 . The residuals are computed in the following stage. They are output through an 8×8 sample interface at the fifth stage that is clocked with the main clock. The following stages compute SADs for 8×8 blocks (ABS and adder tree) and accumulate them for 16×16 luma predictions (ACC). The accumulated SADs are used by the MV generator to determine the best MV at a given processing step. Eight best 16×16 modes (intra/inter, different MV/directions) are collected based on accumulated SADs in the rank list. If a mode is forwarded to the rate-distortion analysis, it is removed from the rank list.
The joint memory capacity in the compensator is reduced in the new version of the architecture since interpolated chroma is not stored. In particular, each interpolated component requires 32 kB. In the previous version, the capacity of 32 kB is also used to store intra predictions for four different QP (4×4 and 8× 8 intra modes) and original samples for two macroblocks (ping-pong exchange). In the new version, additional reductions are achieved by limiting the processing to one QP for partitioned intra modes and skipping the 4:4:4 format. As a consequence, 8 kB is sufficient to store intra modes, original pixels, and reference chroma samples. Finally, the memory capacity in the compensator is reduced from 128 to 40 kB.
The new version of the compensator embeds 128 memory modules instead of 64. Although the number of memory modules is doubled, the modification has no impact on their joint capacity. Particularly, the address space of each module is decreased by half. The modification is performed to support the increased number of samples received from the interpolator. Memories are assigned to two groups, each of which consists of 64 modules. Two 8×8 sample blocks received from the interpolator are written to separate groups. The memory division into two groups allows the simplification of the write stage. In the previous version of the architecture, the write stage shares access between three input interfaces used to carry reference/interpolated, original, and intra-predicted samples. In the new version, original/chroma and intra-predicted samples are written into separate memory groups. This way multiplexing is simpler, and original and intra-predicted samples can be written in parallel.
When reference/interpolated samples are written to memories, the compensator receives a sequence of different MVs from the MV generator. For each MV, 8×8 block is read from one group of memories in dependence on the fractional position of the MV.
Although the computation of residuals and SADs is performed similarly as in the previous version of the architecture, inter chroma predictions are computed in the array of dedicated interpolators, as shown in Fig. 8 . The array consists of 5×4 elementary chroma interpolators depicted in Fig. 10 . The interpolation for a 4×4 output block is performed in successive two clock cycles at the doubled clock. The first and the second cycle are assigned to the horizontal and the vertical processing, respectively. After the horizontal phase, the transposed result is fed back. The transposed result of the vertical phase is used to compute residuals in the main processing path.
As a consequence of the two-phase interpolation, inter chroma predictions are obtained with the two-cycle delay. The delay involves the modification of the processing order in the main processing path. When the interpolated chroma block is selected to compute residuals, reference samples are taken to perform the interpolation for the following chroma block. Original chroma samples are read from memories with the two-cycle delay to keep the data consistency in the pipeline. If two RP are used, chroma processing is performed for each of them after the corresponding luma search. 
Implementation Results

Synthesis Results
All modules of the ME system are described using VHDL. The design is validated through the comparison with results produced by the previous version of the architecture. The synthesis is performed with the Altera Quartus II software, targeted for Arria II GX FPGA devices. The ME system is integrated with other parts of the hardware video encoder [22] , and the whole encoder is verified in real-time conditions with the Arria II GX device. The design can work at the base clock of 100 MHz for the speed grade equal to 5. All redesigned modules (except the chroma interpolation) operate at the doubled clock of 200 MHz. Evaluations in hardware conditions show that the minimal number of base-clock cycles taken for each macroblock is about 200. This number includes cycles utilized for access to external DDR2 memories (64 bits at 200 MHz) for one RP. The achieved throughput enables 1080p@60fps encoding. When two reference pictures are used, the minimal number of baseclock cycles is doubled. The bottleneck of the ME system is the interpolation and loading of reference and interpolated samples to on-chip memories before the search process.
The design is also synthesized with Synopsys Design Compiler using TSMC 0.13μm standard cell library. This technology allows frequencies increased to 200 and 400 MHz for the base and doubled clock, respectively. Table 1 shows the resource consumption for each module of the ME system before (ver. 1) and after (ver. 2) the optimization. The results are provided for FPGA and ASIC technologies. The memory resources are not taken into account. However, the new version supports one or two reference pictures with the reduced memory size of 104.44 kB. As can be seen, the ME system consumes 5.8 and 5 % more logic for ASIC and FPGA, respectively. The increase is most apparent for the compensator, where the chroma interpolator is incorporated. Although the interpolator preceding the compensator is simplified to process only the luma component, the modifications introduced to the output stage increase the complexity. These two optimizations have the opposite impact on hardware resources. Their strength depends on the technology. The number of ALUTs is decreased for the FPGA implementation, whereas the number of gates is increased for the ASIC technology.
Compression Efficiency
The optimized ME system integrated in the hardware encoder is evaluated in terms of compression efficiency for three mode configurations specified in Table 2 . The configurations correspond to different limitations on the number of base-clock cycles available for each macroblock. Limitations on the number of clock cycles inferred from the intra prediction are described in [21] . Due to the delay of the rate-distortion-based mode decision required to generate chroma predictions (about 20 cycles), the configurations allow less SPs/MVs than it stems from the number of clock cycles available for one macroblock. Six 1080p sequences are evaluated [23] . QP is equal to 22, 27, 32, and 37. 51 frames are coded, where only the first is intra. The entropy mode is CAVLC. The RD-optimized mode decision is used (the hardware encoder supports it). The search range in the reference JM17.0 software is set to (−64, 63)×(−64, 63), two reference frame and all intra modes are used.
The evaluation results are summarized in Table 3 in terms of Bjontegaard Delta (Δ) Rate and PSNR [24] . PSNR is calculated as the average of luma (2/3) and chroma components (2×1/6). For the slowest configuration (800 cycles per macroblock), the compression efficiency of the inter-frame coding is lower by 4.14 % (−0.15 dB) compared to the JM.17.0 software. The losses are mainly caused by the inaccuracy of the coarse estimation stage. On the other hand, intra frames are coded with negligible losses. When the temporal prediction fails (e.g., Riverbed), the losses are slight due to the strong impact of intra-coded macroblocks. The losses introduced in the second configuration are mainly caused by the skipping of the intra 4×4 prediction. The impact of the second RP is negligible (even negative for Bluesky and Station2). The fastest configuration (200 cycles per macroblock) introduces additional losses (3.23 % and 0.11 dB compared to the second 
Comparison
The comparison with other architectures described in the literature is presented in Table 4 . All architectures support variablesize blocks and hierarchical search, and they are synthesized with either 0.18 or 0.13μm technology. Their clock frequencies are in the range from 100 to 200 MHz. However, the optimizations introduced to the new version of the proposed architecture increase clock frequencies of some modules to 400 MHz. The optimizations allow the highest throughput and the support for 2160p@30fps. The new and old versions of the proposed architecture implement the combination of the hierarchical search and the adaptive Multi-Path Search allowing more compression-efficient coding when considering 1080p videos. The proposed architecture has also several other advantages over referenced designs. Firstly, the architecture enables scalable and adaptive computations with the ability to apply different search strategies on the fine level. Secondly, the design is suitable for the RD analysis of a number of MVs and partition modes since the fractional-accuracy motion estimation is performed at the same macroblock stage as the RD-based mode decision (+0.5 dB compared to SA(T)D-based mode decision). Thirdly, actual MV predictors are used to estimate costs of various MVs at the fine level, whereas the mode of the left macroblock is not available in other designs due to the macroblock-oriented pipeline (neglected quality losses). Fourthly, the dedicated check of the skip mode (conditioned by the actual MV predictor) improves significantly the compression efficiency compared to other designs (+1.5 dB). Fifthly, the compensation for intra and chroma (4:2:2 and 4:2:0 formats) modes are supported. In the referenced designs, these operations are performed outside the motion estimation and compensation system. The both versions of the proposed architecture require the lowest gate count compared to other designs. The resource consumption makes the proposed architecture more suitable for FPGA than other designs since FPGA devices usually embed much more memories with respect to logic resources. However, the architecture can also be implemented in ASIC at the cost of more complex placement and routing. The memory cost of the two versions of the proposed architecture is higher compared to two other designs [12, 13] . The architecture having the smallest memory cost [13] does not take into account the cost of buffers for current/original macroblock. Moreover, access to the external DDR memory is highly inefficient on account of short bursts and subsampling, and the design is limited to one reference picture.
In the new version of the proposed architecture, 40 kB are needed to store two interpolated luma search areas, not-interpolated chroma samples, original samples, and intra predictions. The capacity of 64 kB is indispensible to store 16 coarse-level macroblock lines if the support for 2160p videos is required. The capacity can be reduced to 32 kB for 1080p resolutions.
Conclusion
The architecture supporting the adaptive computationallyscalable ME is optimized. The throughput of the coarse estimator, the memory access controller, the interpolator, and the write stage in the compensator is doubled by increasing the clock frequency and the parallel processing. Since the chroma interpolation follows the search process, the minimal number of clock cycles assigned to one macroblock is additionally decreased by half. Moreover, the memory size is reduced from 160.44 to 104.44 kB. The new version of the ME system consumes 5.8 and 5 % more logic for ASIC and FPGA, respectively. The implementation in the medium-cost FPGA (Arria II GX) allows 1080p@60fps. The ASIC implementation can support 2160p@30fps. The results prove that the optimized architecture significantly improves the hardware efficiency. The proposed design techniques can be applied to architectures developed for H.265/HEVC [25] .
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